Institut mikrointervalové hudby 2020 /
MicroFest Prague 2020
Festival programme, version March 1st, 2020
DAY 1
Thursday
April 23rd

DAY 2
Friday
April 24th

DAY 3
Saturday
April 25th

@ HAMU Respirium (above the cafeteria)
HAMU: Malostranské náměstí 258, 118 00 Malá Strana,
Prague

@ HAMU Respirium (above the cafeteria)

@ HAMU Galerie (in the cellar floor between the courtyard and garden)

Welcome and introduction speech 9:15 - 9:25
Iva OPLIŠTILOVÁ, theorist, festival organiser (CZ)
J-T VESIKKALA WITTMACHER, composer, festival organiser (FIN/CZ)
Presentation 1. 9:30-10:20
Friday keynote presentation
Klaus LANG, composer (AT/DE)
50 min
Topic TBA.

Presentation 7. 9:30 - 10:20
Saturday keynote presentation
"Temperament in Contemporary Microtonal Music"
Robert HASEGAWA, composer (CAN)
50 min
Tempered and just-intonation intervals in works by Haas, Zender, Lindberg, Stahnke, Sims, among
others.

Presentation 2. 10:30-11:15
"Methods and Terminology for Classification of Microtonal Music Notation Systems"
Juuso KUNTTU, theorist (FIN)
45 min

Presentation 8. 10:30-11:15
Petr PAŘÍZEK, theorist, composer, performer (CZ)
45 min
TITLE TBA.
Maths, intonation, performance in a chamber orchestra or in a choir

Presentation 3. 11:15-12:00
Margarethe MAIERHOFER-LISCHKA, double bassist, member of Schallfeld Ensemble
(AT)
presentation 45 min
Topics on Klaus Lang's oeuvre and on "die drei Spiegel der schönen Karin" for double
bass solo

Presentation 9. 11:15-12:00
♪ "The 19-division trumpet: exploring harmony in multitrack"
Stephen ALTOFT, 19-div trumpet player (UK/DE) and Donald BOUSTED, composer (UK)
The presenters are joint Artistic Directors of Microtonal Projects which organised four UKMicroFests in
London, and then established EUROMicroFest. Their project, “The Microtonal Trumpet” led them to the
development of affordable trumpet mechanisms which allow the temporary conversion of a standard
trumpet into a microtonal instrument. They first discovered a practical solution for quarter-tones, then
later for 19-divisions of the octave.
45 min

Presentation 4. 12:00-12:45
"Harmonic Space Music"
Marc SABAT, composer (CAN/DE)
45 min

Presentation 10. 12:00-12:45
"All-interval rows in equal temperaments"
Milan GUŠTAR, theorist, composer (CZ)
presentation 45 min

12:45-13:45 Lunch break 60 min

12:45-13:45 Lunch break 60 min

Presentation 5. 13:45-14:30
♪ Microtonality on the recorder, presentation on the instrument
Linnéa SUNDFÆR CASSERLY, recorder player (NOR/FIN)
45 min

Presentation 11. 13:45-14:30
"Microtonality as found in Middle-Eastern music (Arabic, Turkish, Persian music)"
Edward POWELL, poly-cultural musician, composer, luthier, educator (CAN)
45 min

Presentation 6. 14:30-15:15
Microtonal scales combined: "The Glacier" – Opera 2.0
Christian KLINKENBERG, composer (BE)
45 min

Closing general discussion
14:45-15:15
30 min

Closing general discussion
15:15-15:45
30 min

♪ 17:00 Closing double concert "Fleeting tones"
Linnéa SUNDFÆR CASSERLY, recorders (NOR/FIN)
Daniel COSTELLO, horn (USA/DE)
RECORDER: * Péter KŐSZEGHY(HU/DE): SCHACH (2004) for alto recorder and tape/fixed stereo media 5'
RECORDER: Maki ISHII (JP): Black Intention (1976) - 8'
HORN: Martyna KOSECKA (PL): Enigma I for Solo Horn (2019) - 6'
HORN: * Pavel ŠABACKÝ (CZ): Lone interlocutions on floaty peaks (2019) for solo horn - 6'
RECORDER: Peter HANNAN (CAN): RSRCH 12/84 - "DREAM" (1984) - 10'
RECORDER: * Jonas MARTI (CH): alone (2019) for tenor recorder with voice - 8'

♪ Festival opening concert "Tones at Corners" 18:30 - (starting
time TBC)

HORN: Idin Mofakham SAMIMI (IR): Hazin for Solo Horn (2018) - 7'
HORN: * Louis AGUIRRE (CU/DK): CÁNTICOS A LO DIVINO (2017) for solo horn - 8'

Ensemble Schallfeld (AT) quartet.
* Eleni RALLI (GR/CH): Small Moments (like these) - The Quartet
Version (2019; fl., acc., vc., cb.) ca. 7'
Klaus LANG (AT/DE): Origami (2011; fl., acc., vc.) ca. 14'
Klaus LANG (AT/DE): die drei spiegel der schönen karin (1998) for
double bass, Margarethe MAIERHOFER-LISCHKA. ca. 13'
* Hyeokjae KIM (KR/AT): Bubblegum Music (2019; fl., acc., vc.) ca. 6'
J-T VESIKKALA WITTMACHER (FIN/CZ): Rapprochements (2020;
fl., acc., vc., cb.), ca. 5'
* Xue HAN (CN/CAN): SharpDop PupPipTrip (2019; fl., cb.) ca. 9'
Sylvain MARTY (FR/AT): Saddle node (2019; fl., acc., vc.) ca. 8'

RECORDER: * Antonis ROUVELAS (GR/AT): Viomata II (2016-2017) for soprano and alto recorders - 6'

"Microtonal Prague and the world" concert segments
♪ Segment 1. 18:15 - ca. 50 min
Milan GUŠTAR (CZ): "Ocean (for Piet Mondrian)" for string orchestra. ca. 10'. Musicians of
Prague conservatory, performance prepared by Chuhei IWASAKI.
Ivan BOREŠ (CZ) plays Alois HÁBA (CZ) on quartertone guitar. Titles and durations TBA. ca. 8'.

* = Composition that was received from an international call for
works.
No intermission.
The exact dramaturgy order of the concert is subject to changes.

HORN: * Michael MIKULKA (USA): Cyclops (2018) - 5'
HORN: Robert HASEGAWA (CAN): the clear architecture of the nerves (2000) for solo horn with piano
resonator - 5'
* = Composition that was received from an international call for works.
The exact dramaturgy order of the concert is subject to changes.
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Erik DRESCHER (DE) introduces the glissando-flute and plays a first half of a concert set.
* Rouzbeh RAFIE (IR/IT): Unfettered howl (2019) for glissando flute solo - ca. 7'
J-T VESIKKALA WITTMACHER (FIN/CZ): Proxies for totems of belonging (2018, 20') for
glissando-flute and PVC mat, demonstrated excerpts up to 10'.
* Alyssa ASKA (USA/AT): Circles.lines (2020) for glissando flute & stereo “tape” electronics
- ca. 7'
Intermission ca. 25 min
♪ Segment 2. 19:00 - ca. 60 min
Margarethe MAIERHOFER-LISCHKA (AT) performs Marc SABAT (CAN/DE): is land a part
(2014) for double bass and electronics. Electronics run by composer. - 30'.

Microtonal
Projects

Erik DRESCHER (DE), glissando-flute, plays the second half of the set.
* Olga KRASHENKO (RUS/FR): Experience of a Gap (2020) for glissando flute & stereo
“tape” electronics - ca. 10'
* Mika PELO (SWE/USA): Syringe (2020) for glissando flute solo - ca. 5'
Marc SABAT (CAN/DE): Swing in sweetest summer (a chromatic ground for glissando
flute) (2013) for glissando-flute and electronics - ca. 16’
Concert mixing assistance by Jan Rösner.
* = Composition that was received from an international call for works.
The exact dramaturgy order of the concert segments is subject to changes.

This project was made possible at the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague thanks to
the grant "Institute of Microtonal Music" funded within
the Long-Term Conceptual Development Institutional Support provided by
the CR Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports in 2020.

